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	This new edition of Understanding Oracle APEX 5 Application Development shows APEX developers how to build practical, non-trivial web applications. The book introduces the world of APEX properties, explaining the functionality supported by each page component as well as the techniques developers use to achieve that functionality. The book is targeted at those who are new to APEX and just beginning to develop real projects for production deployment.


	Reading the book and working the examples will leave you in a good position to build good-looking, highly-functional, web applications. Topics include: conditional formatting, user-customized reports, data entry forms, concurrency and lost updates, and updatable reports. Accompanying the book is a demo web application that illustrates each concept mentioned in the book. Specific attention is given in the book to the thought process involved in choosing and assembling APEX components and features to deliver a specific result. Understanding Oracle APEX 5 Application Development is the ideal book to take you from an understanding of the individual pieces of APEX to an understanding of how those pieces are assembled into polished applications.

	
		Teaches how to develop non-trivial APEX applications.
	
		Provides deep understanding of APEX functionality.
	
		Shows the techniques needed for customization.
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Advances in Digital Forensics VII: 7th IFIP WG 11.9 International Conference on Digital Forensics, Orlando, FL, USASpringer, 2011


	Digital forensics deals with the acquisition, preservation, examination,

	analysis and presentation of electronic evidence. Networked computing,

	wireless communications and portable electronic devices have expanded

	the role of digital forensics beyond traditional computer crime investigations.

	Practically every type of crime now...
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40 Best Machine Code Routines for the ZX SpectrumHewson Consultants, 1984
The aim of this volume is to provide both the beginner and the experienced computer user with a ready source of reference on a number of useful, interesting or entertaining machine code routines for the ZX Spectrum. To this end the book is divided into two sections. The Section A describes the features of the Spectrum which are of interest to the...
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Learn Cocoa on the Mac (Learn Series)Apress, 2010
The Cocoa frameworks are some of the most powerful frameworks for creating native desktop applications available on any platform today, and Apple gives them away, along with the Xcode development environment, for free!  However, for a first-time Mac developer, just firing up Xcode and starting to browse the documentation can be a daunting task....
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iPhone Games ProjectsApress, 2009
One look at the App Store will show you just how hot iPhone games have become. Games make up over 25 percent of all apps, and over 70 percent of the apps in the App Store's Most Popular category. Surprised? Of course not! We've all filled our iPhones with games, and many of us hope to develop the next best seller.
This book is a...
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Wireless Security Essentials: Defending Mobile Systems from Data PiracyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Protect your wireless systems from attack with this clear-cut guide on how to implement proven security methodologies
    
    Effective security is the most important element now missing from most wireless networks. Vulnerabilities in these networks leave them open to eavesdropping, session highjacking, data alteration and manipulation,...
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Building Web and Mobile ArcGIS Server Applications with JavaScriptPackt Publishing, 2014

	Improve your knowledge and career prospects in web or mobile application development with this step-by-step practical guide to ArcGIS Server. Gives a good grounding in everything from creating maps to network analysis.


	Overview

	
		Develop ArcGIS Server applications with JavaScript, both for traditional web...
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